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Abstract 

The research of trade area division and classification always fascinating scientists, unfortunately, most 
reasonable division for values are based on the traditional market economy theory at present. With 
human’s effort, clustering algorithm with more accurate and reasonable geographic location information 
take greater advantages when compared with the traditional research method of area dividing and 
positioning. In this paper, we will use micro-blog POI geographic information data and the current popular 
algorithm for finding high density clusters based on DBSCAN (S-DBSCAN) to perform clustering and 
precise positioning of division of work values. At last, with the micro-blog data, we check out our analysis 
and design by simulations, which show that the method is effective and practical. 
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1. Introduction 

Trade area, also known as “business circle”, refers to a radiation range, from the center of store 
location to extending areas along a certain direction and distance, to attract customers. To put It simply, it 
is the area limits where the customers live. In fact, there remains important significance as to whether the 
trade area layout is reasonable or not for the enterprise and the development of the business. If the layout 
is not reasonable, it will lead to low investment efficiency, low resource allocation efficiency and low 
economic benefit, resulting in a condition which is unable to meet the needs of consumers. Therefore, it is 
particularly important to make reasonable and accurate classification and clustering of the business circle. 

As the core method of trade area research, clustering theory has more advantages than the market 
saturation theory [1] and purchasing power index method and so on.  But we can find that the 
construction of trade areas has always been based on relevant definition on economics and city planning 
requirements [2]. Meanwhile, with small amount of data, we cannot acquire accurate position information 
of the trade area, leading to more difficulties to get the true trade area ranges. Today, with the advent of the 
information ages, micro-blog users grow so quickly with each passing day that the business potential 
cannot be ignored. When it comes to that how to use the micro-blog POI (point of interest) data for 
accurate location of the trade area to bring more economic benefits, there remains more important value 
and significance. 

This paper creatively uses city POI micro-blog information data provided by the company, and does accurate 

clustering research of trade area with the help of S-DBCAN clustering algorithm (an algorithm for finding high 

density clusters based on DBSCAN).At last, we will take parts of Beijing (Xi Dan Area) as an example for simulation 

test to illustrate the validity of the method. 
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Figure 1. Traditional business circle Clustering 

 

2. An algorithm for finding high density Clusters based on DBSCAN 

2.1 The introduction of DBSCAN clustering algorithm 

DBSCAN, density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise, is one of the classic algorithm in 
clustering data mining. The algorithm will divide enough high density regions into a class, and can find 
out the clusters of arbitrary shapes in spatial database with "noise". DBSCAN algorithm distinguishes a 
class based on certain density threshold which is composed of Eps and MinPts. Eps is the radius; MinPts 
said that there are at least a minimum number of points in an Eps-neighborhood of that point. Some 
concepts and terms to explain the DBSCAN algorithm [3] can be defined as follows. 

Definition 1. (Core object). A core object p refers to such point that its neighborhood of a given radius 
(Eps) has to contain at least a minimum number (MinPts) of other points. 

Definition 2. (Border object). An object p is a border object if it is not a core objects but 
density-reachable from another core object. 

Definition 3. (Directly density-reachable). An object p is directly density-reachable from the object q if 
p is within the Eps-neighborhood of q, and q is a core object. 

Definition 4. (Density-reachable). An object p is density-reachable from the object q with respect to 
Eps and MinPts if there is a chain of objects p1,p2,…,pn, pi=q, pn=p, such that pi+1 is directly 
density-reachable from pi with respect to Eps and MinPts, for ∈ , 1 i n . 

The algorithm starts with the first point O in database, and retrieves all neighbors of point O within 
Eps and MinPts distance. If the total number of these neighbors is greater than MinPts - if O is a core 
object - a new cluster is created. The point O and its neighbors are assigned into this new cluster [4]. Then, 
it iteratively collects the neighbors within Eps distance from the core points. The process is repeated until 
all of the points have been processed. 

But in an interactive data mining, such as mining in web, we often hope that by changing the 
parameters to obtain more meaningful results. At the same time, we do some periodic update instead of 
real-time update transaction on the data mining. So, to finish the task of trade area clustering based on 
micro-blog POI information, we chose the clustering algorithm proposed by Sun Peng, etc., algorithm for 
finding high density clusters based on DBSCAN (S-DBSCAN) [5], to make the results of the trade area 
clustering more efficient, more accurate. 
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For example, the following 18 points is handled by DBSCAN clustering, where Eps=2, MinPts=8. 

 
Figure 2. Cluster diagram of 18 data objects 

 
2.2 The sign convention in S-DBSCAN algorithm 

1) The parameter marker in DBSCAN algorithm: Eps1，MinPts1, 
2) The parameter markers in S-DBSCAN algorithm: Eps2，MinPts2, 
3) The markers of all data sets: n; the original number of noise quantity: noise1. 

 

2.3 The description of S-DBSCAN algorithm 

Input: Eps2, MinPts2, Eps1, MinPts1, U.clu_id2 
Output: U.clu_id1 
Proc 

  For all objects u in U do  

      U.clu_id = (u.clu_id2 NOISE) ? NOISE: Un_defined 
  End For 

  Cluster_id : = next_id(NOISE); 
  For all clusters c in U.clu_id2 do 
    For all objects u in c do 
      If u.clu_id1 Un_defined then  
        If ExpandCluster (c,u,Cluster_id,Eps1,MinPts1) then 
          Cluster_id: =next_id(Cluster_id) 
        End If 

      End If 

    End For 

  End For 

End 

The core idea of S-DBSCAN is just to calculate in the original cluster again according to DBSCAN 
algorithm, regardless of the original noise object. The algorithm firstly set the new “cluster_id” as 
“Un_defined”, and set the noise object as NOISE, including all of the object clusters, and selects any point 
for expanding. In addition, the ExpandCluster function and DBSCAN algorithm are same in the comments. 
What is different is that, the algorithm narrows the search scope of object in the cluster that is only for 
Eps1 close to the query in the original cluster. 
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3. Trade area clustering and simulation test using micro-blog POI data 

3.1 Introduction of micro-blog POI data 

With the maturity and popularization of web technology, LBS (Location based service) has become 
one of the fastest developing technological applications [6]. LBS is a service based on the known position 
of the platform, and this platform needs the support of digital map. POI is the “Point of Interest”, which 
can be called “information points”. As the name suggests it is attractive point of interest on a digital map. 
Each POI contains four aspects of information, name, category, the longitude, latitude and other 
information. POI is the most crucial information on the digital map, because the purpose of using map is 
to find the interested target location and its corresponding properties [6].  

With the development of the times, the popularity of mobile terminal makes communication become 
more and more convenient, and also promotes the rapid rise of the micro-blog as a kind of means of 
communication. Because of its large number of micro-blog users, there will be a massive data with the 
value of data mining. So, using micro-blog POI location information to do district mining and clustering 
has great market prospect and economic value, and it is also a hot spot in relevant mining research. 

Micro-blog location check-in data uploaded by the user through the mobile terminal with GPS 
positioning, with the features that it has a large amount of data, the social attribute, etc. a kind of potential 
available data source which can make POI have high quality and efficiency. Micro-blog location check-in 
data covers all necessary information to update POI, fast and accurate. 

 
3.2 Process of district clustering 

The flow chart of district clustering analysis with the micro-blog POI data is as follows 
 

 
Figure 3. Process of district clustering 

 
3.2.1 POI data preprocessing and geographic matching 

Micro-blog location check-in data is uploaded voluntarily, so that there remain problems which include 
low precision, data redundancy and incorrect format etc. So, we must do data preprocessing at first to 
eliminate some data which is meaningless, lack in concerns or has few information points and combine the 
points with lots of repetitions. Also we must set registration with existing POI data to improve the data 
accuracy, reduce the data redundancy and meet the POI requirement. 

Among them, the data preprocessing includes the following: 
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1) Set in the threshold of check-in times and the number of people, in order to remove some 
meaningless data. 

2) Check the attribute information of data is complete or not. For the missing information, we need to 
establish a standard format according to which to make modification of the data which need to preserve. 

3) Combine the repeated attendance data. This operation can use the POI data dictionary to compare 
with the micro-blog location check-in data, so that we can combine different alias with the standard name 
corresponding to the same geographic target. 

In addition, due to the existence of certain error in localization of mobile intelligent terminal, 
micro-blog location check-in data may set certain deviation with existing POI data in the space, so in the 
use of data, we need to make geographical registration of micro-blog location check-in data at first. 

According to the data preprocessing and geographical registration process mentioned above, we now 
show the example of POI data after processing the data in our simulation test (POI data in Beijing region 
of Xi Dan fast food restaurants). 

 

 
Figure 4. Example of POI data 

 
3.2.2 Process the POI data  

According to the results of POI data preprocessing, we need to import the POI data we got into 
database, in order to facilitate further processing. We use MATLAB to program S-DBSCAN algorithm. 
Firstly, we need to find the POI location information and mark them on the map. Then, make a 
two-dimensional points figure and import the data into MATLAB program, we would get the clustering 
results. Finally, we would draw the Trade Area we got on the Google map, in order to show our results 
more clearly. 

 
3.3 Simulation test 

To show our new method effectively, we use the micro-blog POI data, provided by Sina, to make a 
simulation test. The goal is to find the trade area of fast food restaurants in Xi Dan. 

 
3.3.1 Test environment 

Operation System: Window 7 
Computer: 2G RAM, CPU 2.20GHz 
Simulation tools: MySQL 2008, MATLAB 
Data from: Sina micro-blog Company 

 

Step 1 

We need to import the micro-blog POI data of all the fast food restaurants in Xi Dan into MySQL 
database, and with the help of Google map, mapped the POI data to the map and draw out 
two-dimensional coordinate scatter diagram as the data clustering source. After data preprocessing, 
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geographical registration and classification, we get the following data. 

 
                                   Figure 5. POI data( Before test) 
 
Two-dimensional scatterplots after mapping are as follows (on the Google map). 
 

 
                          Figure 6. Micro-blog POI mapping map 
 

Step 2 

According to the S-DBSCAN algorithm described above, with MATLAB code, we write out the 
processing of two-dimensional POI function program, and import the POI information into the MATLAB 
database to do clustering, finally draw out the scatter diagram after two-dimensional S-DBSCAN 
clustering. After clustering, the scatter diagram is as follows 

From the figure we can clearly see that, after the clustering with S-DBSCAN algorithm, the results of 
POI points showed that it roughly comes to three clusters, which means three clustering trade areas which 
we get. 
Step 3 

According to the simulation results of MATLAB, we can get clustering trade areas from the Google 
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map. Finally we can get three fast food business circles which are located in the Beijing Xi Dan area, and 
the specific trade areas of the clustering are as follows. 

 
                       Figure 7. The MATLAB clustering simulation graph 
 

 
Figure 8. Trade Area A 

 

 

Figure 9. Trade Area B and C 
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3.3.2 Clustering results 
From the above we can see that, in the Xi Dan area there are POI points of many fast food restaurants, 

and through cluster analysis, we can divide the Xi Dan area of fast food shops into three business circle. 
We can foresee, if business circles have been set by clustering, there will be more important significance 
and greater commercial value for the future of Xi Dan fast-food business when we do research on 
reasonable layout and related economic problems. 

 
4. Conclusion 

Nowadays, the “Trade Area” is a hot topic. Being different from the traditional method of analyzing 
business district, this paper presents a new method of analyzing, clustering and districting business circle 
precisely. This method uses the micro-blog POI location information data with the S-DBSCAN clustering 
algorithm to achieve the goal of clustering business circle. Among them, the micro-blog POI data is 
provided by the user through the sign location with GPS positing mobile intelligent terminal uploads. This 
huge amount of data, which are highly realistic with social attributes and other characteristics, is a 
potential source of available data to update POI, which is more accurate than traditional position data. 
S-DBSCAN algorithm is very suitable for business circle clustering applications. In the end of the paper, 
by using simulation test, we can find that the new method is reasonable, effective and practical, with 
reliability and great commercial value. 
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